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Synopsis:

This paper represents a review of spaceborne microwave remote sensing utility and recent applications for Arctic-boreal regional (ABR) studies. The targeted audience for the paper is the carbon cycle science community, with a primary focus on monitoring land-atmosphere carbon (CO2 and CH4) fluxes and environmental controls. The authors include a useful summary of microwave remote sensing principles, satellites, and sensors pertinent to ABR applications. They then follow with a detailed review and discussion of major biophysical retrievals and attributes, and data records obtained from microwave sensors, and associated ABR applications from the recent literature. The authors also include an informative review highlighting both the challenges and opportunities of microwave remote sensing. Overall, the paper is well written, comprehensive, and informative; covering most of the major microwave remote sensing derived variables affecting carbon fluxes available from the recent literature. The paper is also timely given the increasing ABR importance in global climate change along with major new microwave satellite missions coming online in the next few years. The paper should be suitable for publication pending moderate revisions to address the following comments.

Despite the focus of this paper on the microwave utility to capture carbon fluxes (both CO2 and CH4) and related environmental attributes, there’s no mention of the application of microwave remote sensing for monitoring fractional surface water (FW) cover dynamics, which contribute strongly to ABR methane emissions (e.g. Watts et al. 2014). The FW parameter is particularly relevant in the ABR owing to the regional abundance of small inland water bodies and wetlands that contribute CH4 emissions, but that can also contaminate microwave land parameter retrievals; here FW is a first-order response variable that has been used to assess and reduce water contamination effects on other ABR land parameter retrievals (e.g. Touati et al. 2019), which might otherwise incur significant bias (e.g. Kim et al. 2019. Remote Sensing 11). SAR is mentioned for wetlands mapping in the paper, which is good, but passive microwave has particular importance by providing full ABR coverage and daily monitoring of FW dynamics. Therefore, FW should be discussed in the paper given its importance for ABR CH4 emissions and significance for other ABR land parameter retrievals.

Similarly, lake and river ice phenology, including the seasonal timing of ice on/off and ice cover duration, influences the seasonality and magnitude of ABR CH4 emissions, and has been readily documented from the microwave record (e.g. Murfitt and Duguay 2021). This should also be mentioned in the paper given its importance to CH4 emissions (e.g. Matthews et al. 2020).
The focus of this article is on land carbon cycle. Although important, aquatic carbon processes are much different from the land and fall out of the scope of this article. We think that adding lake and river carbon processes, which are very different than land will increase the length of the paper and decrease the focus of our manuscript. It was more clearly specified that the article focuses on land carbon cycles with a few remarks added on freshwater bodies in Sect. 3.6 (Land cover).

Title: Reviews and syntheses: Recent advances in microwave remote sensing in support terrestrial carbon cycle science of arctic-boreal regions

P1, L17-19: Although direct measurements of carbon fluxes are not feasible, spaceborne microwave radiometers and radar can monitor various important surface and near-surface variables that affect terrestrial carbon cycle processes…

P1, L27-29: Given rapid climate warming across the ABR and the associated carbon cycle feedbacks to the global climate system, this review argues for the importance of rapid integration of microwave information into ABR terrestrial carbon cycle science.

P4, L116-118: This paper aims to introduce to the C cycle science community the potential of spaceborne microwave remote sensing to help overcome some of the challenges specifically posed by the ABR for terrestrial C cycle science and monitoring.

P15, L424-429: SAR imagery has shown to be especially useful for delineating inundated areas (Bowling et al., 2003) or wet and moist tundra (Morrissey et al., 1996; Merchant et al., 2022) which has a strong impact on CH$_4$ emission (Watts et al., 2014). Microwave observations can also be used to monitor freshwater bodies (FW) extent dynamics (Murfitt and Duguay, 2021). FW can act as important CH$_4$ emission sources, especially during ice melt but aquatic carbon cycle processes are much different than land carbon processes and were not within the scope of this review (Matthews et al., 2020).


Specific comments:

[1] Figure 3a: Include the Feng Yun-3 microwave radiation imager (FY-3 MWRI) in the figure; the global MWRI record extends from 2008-present and provides similar TB observations helping bridge the gap between AMSR-E and AMSR2.

The FengYun-3 MWRI satellite mission was added in Fig. 3(a) and Table A1.


[2] Figure 4: Include FW cover and lake/river ice dynamics, which are particularly important for ABR methane emissions, and where active/passive microwave sensors are well suited for monitoring. Also, it took me a while to figure out that the magnifying glass and green monster J denotes microbial processes; alternatively, it may be better to more clearly represent a below-ground layer in the figure showing soil litter decomposition and Rh; this would also remind the reader about the unique capability of microwave remote sensing to detect below-ground properties.

The freshwater aquatic carbon cycle falls out of the scope of this article that focuses on land carbon cycle. We however acknowledge the importance of lake and river carbon processes in the discussion. See answer to the general comments above.

The green monster was removed.

[3] Figure 4 Cont: Recent work shows some success for active/passive microwave retrievals of surface soil organic carbon, which has strong ABR importance for soil carbon storage and Rh (e.g. Bartsch et al. 2016; Yi et al. 2022). I recommend including this information in the figure and discussion.

The potential for upper soil layer organic carbon retrieval from active and passive microwave was added in the biomass section. (Sect. 3.4).

P13, L378-381: Although the low AGB of the Arctic tundra is challenging to monitor from microwave observations, studies have shown that it is possible to estimate the upper soil organic C (up to 30 cm from the soil/atmosphere interface) using active and passive microwave observations (Bartsch et al. 2016; Yi et al. 2022).


Section 3.1. A key challenge in developing effective microwave soil moisture retrievals in the ABR is the predominance of highly organic soils and their unique dielectric properties; these conditions aren’t well represented in traditional dielectric models (although Miranov and a few others have made meaningful advances), which can contribute significant SM retrieval uncertainty. More information is needed on this.

The challenge of model parametrization for rich organic soils was added. Since the article is mostly aimed at the carbon cycle science community, we did not further expand on organic soil specific challenges since it was not done with the other challenges (e.g., surface roughness).

P9, L236-238: The sensitivity of the microwave signal to soil moisture content has been widely demonstrated previously but several challenges remain including accounting for vegetation attenuation and scattering related to the surface roughness (Das and Paul, 2015; Colliander et al., 2022), as well as organic soil model parametrization (Mironov and Savin, 2015; Bircher et al., 2016).


[5] Table 1: The AMSR-E/2 soil moisture product provided from Du et al., 2017 should be listed as “2002-ongoing”, rather than from 2012.

The starting date was corrected in Table 1.

[6] Ln 268: Include net ecosystem productivity (NEP) in Figure 4 or note the relationship with NEE in the text.

NEE and NEP relationship can be found in Fig. 4 caption.

P8, Fig.4: b) relationships of net primary productivity and net ecosystem productivity (NEP = - net ecosystem exchange [NEE]), and their component fluxes with ecosystem respiration [ER] = Ra + Rh.

[7] Ln 275: The Jones et al. LST reference should be Jones et al. 2010 (IEEE JSTARS) rather than their 2007 TGARS paper that refers to soil temperature. Here the microwave LST uncertainty is less than the reported soil temperature retrieval RMSE (~3-4K).
The Jones et al. reference was corrected. Jones et al. (2010) LST uncertainty still fall in the microwave LST range of other studies (1-5K)

P10, L274-277: Retrieval of LST from microwave remote sensing is technically more challenging and results in lower precision than similar products from thermal infrared remote sensing, 1-5 K for microwave LST vs. 0.2-2K for thermal infrared (Jiménez-Muñoz and Sobrino, 2006; Jones et al., 2010; Osińska-Skotak, 2007; Krishnan et al., 2020; Zhang and Cheng, 2020).


[8] Ln 280: Microwave observations have also been used to retrieve soil temperatures in the ABR (e.g. Jones et al. 2007 TGRS); the ability to sense soil temperatures is an important advantage over thermal-IR remote sensing, which can only detect surface skin temperatures and which are subject to significant atmospheric contamination. This should be noted.

This advantage of microwave soil temperature was added to section 3.2.

P10, L282-284: Microwave can be used to sense soil temperature up to a few centimeters deep because of its soil penetration depth. It is an important advantage over thermal infrared remote sensing, which can only detect LST and is subject to significant atmospheric contamination (Jones et al., 2007).

[9] Ln 285: The Jones et al. LST reference should be Jones et al. 2010 (IEEE JSTARS). The UM AMSR global land parameter data record (LPDR) includes daily temperature retrievals from both AMSR-E and AMSR2 (rather than just AMSR-E), and extending from 2002-present; although the record isn’t operational as correctly noted.

The Jones et al. reference was corrected and AMSR2 reference was added.

P11, L289-290: Microwave LST algorithms typically achieve a precision of 2-5 K using data from AMSR-E/2 (Jones et al., 2010; Zhang and Cheng, 2020) and…

[10] Table 2: The numbering of SMAP and ASCAT in the column headings should be switched to match the numbering in the table footnote.

The footnote numbering was corrected.

[11] Ln 488: “multi-frequency” should be included here, in addition to “multi-polarization” and “multi-angular” measurements; whereby, the variable sensitivity of the different microwave frequencies (e.g. AMSR) has been used to disentangle the integrated
microwave signal to obtain multiple complimentary land parameter retrievals (e.g. Du et al. 2017. ESSD).

The use of multi-frequency measurements for disentangling the microwave signal was added. We used a reference from a land application (Larue et al., 2018) instead of a lake ice application (Du et al., 2017) because it corresponds more to the scope of the article.

P16, L497-498: Recent advances have been made for both passive and active data to decouple the signal in boreal forests by exploiting multi-polarization, multi-angular and multi-frequency measurements (Larue et al., 2018; Cohen et al., 2019; Konings et al., 2019; Roy et al., 2020).


[12] Ln 490: Here, introduce FW abundance as a key challenge for remote sensing of ABR land parameters, which is then expanded upon below (Ln 501).

The challenge of FW abundance was moved from section 5.2 (intra-pixel variability) to section 5.1 (disentangling the integrated microwave signal).

P18, L506-507: Microwave data processing must account for the high density of shallow water bodies in ABR, and recent efforts have sought to remove their effect on passive microwave observations mixed pixels (Touati et al., 2019).

[13] Ln 510: Here, clarify that the tower network is particularly sparse in the ABR, while referring back to Figure 1. The sparse regional tower network adds to the difficulty for effective regional calibration and validation given the strong ABR heterogeneity.

We added a mention on the sparsity of the eddy covariance network in section 5.2.

P18, L521-522: Still, most of the terrestrial biosphere model performance evaluation is done using eddy covariance data which is the most trusted and widely used reference for C flux measurements at large scales. However, the sparsity of the measurement network in ABR reduce our capacity to represent ABR heterogeneity in terrestrial biosphere model (Fig. 1; Fisher et al., 2018).